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1. Introduction  
Fisheries management is continually frustrated by the lack, or poor quality, of critical data 
on fishing operations (catches, duration, gear, locations and relevant environmental 
conditions). While quantitative methods for managing fisheries have developed with 
considerable complexity, the quality of the available data remains an obstacle for 
meaningful advances in fisheries management. There are a number of aspects to the 
problem, not all of which are technical. A culture of protecting catch data and 
disinformation is common amongst fishers, fishing companies and even formal state-run 
offices, and significant education is needed in order to change this culture. 
Another problem is the poor quality of historic data in many fisheries around the world. 
Much energy is wasted and important opportunities lost because of the uncertainty 
surrounding crucial historic data. For example, there are typically many factors related to 
catch-per-unit-effort data, a key index of trends in resource abundance, which are not 
recorded, and hence cannot be incorporated into statistical analyses. Frequently, these 
missing data are crucial to management decisions. For scientists, unreliable data leads to a 
poor basis for stock assessment models and management programs. For industry, the lack of 
sound data significantly reduces its fishing efficiency, since past performance cannot be 
studied properly. As a result, poor management decisions based on unreliable analyses are 
made, often with substantial cost and risk to fish resources and the fishing industry.  
Although there is presently greater awareness amongst scientists and fisheries managers 
about the importance of collecting fishing data, there is still confusion about exactly which 
data are needed, and how to collect and store them. It is common for skippers to record 
scientific data on one form, for shore managers to use another for commercial purposes, and 
for skippers to keep separate fishing logbooks. These data are then transferred to different 
computer systems, often complex spreadsheets, or, sometimes, are left in paper format in 
large, inaccessible books and files. There is a degradation in the quality of data because of 
the multi-stage process of transcription from handwritten logbook sheets to paper forms 
and then to computer databases.  
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So even when good will is present, technically, the absence of a flexible and comprehensive 
system for capturing essential data during fishing operations is a major obstacle. A large 
amount of logistical and environmental data is lost simply because of the difficulty of 
recording this information easily in real time. This is despite the advent of a complex array 
of sensory equipment available in the bridge of modern fishing vessels. As a result, 
environmental patterns become part of a skipper’s experience and seldom, if ever, become 
formally available to scientists or managers of fishing operations.  
The most logical first point of data entry, through the fishing vessel skipper, should occur in 
digital format directly into a computer. One of the difficulties with fisheries data is the 
complexity of the logical linkages between the different types of data. Any reasonable 
approach to the problem requires the use of modern relational databases which are able to 
address the multidimensional complexity of the problem.  
In order to address many of the problems described above, Olrac (www.olrac.com) a South 
African company, has developed a data collection and management system it has named 
Olfish (www.olfish.com) for the specific use of operators and managers in the marine 
environment with a special focus on the commercial fishing industry.  

 
2. Electronic Logbooking 
2.1 Benefits 
An obvious approach to the “data crises” is to bring modern data and information 
technology (Elog) to the marine environment in general, and to the commercial and 
recreational fishing industry in particular. Providing fishers with accurate yet easy to use 
data logging tools could potentially transform the entire fishing fleet and the fishers 
community into the largest surveyors group of the marine environment in the world. The 
calibre of data produced through electronic logbooks has the potential to benefit all sectors 
of the fishing industry, from the fishers themselves to seafood consumers, resource 
managers, scientists and government enforcement agencies in between. In addition, the 
international shift towards a greater emphasis on output control  measures, such as annual 
catch limits (ACL’s) and total allowable catches (TAC’s), requires the implementation of 
sophisticated catch monitoring tools in order to allow for a near-real-time auditing of catch 
versus TAC. However, it is important to note that the benefits of electronic data logging go 
beyond merely adhering to regulations. It is crucial for the industry to realise that it will 
ultimately be the greatest beneficiary of accumulated good quality data. A few obvious 
benefits derived from the collection of a large amount of accurate data in a near-real-time 
environment are: 

 
2.1.1 Better Stock Assessments 
The accuracy and timely delivery of electronically recorded data will allow for more exact 
indications of catch in a current year. In the past, due to the delays of paper-based reporting, 
incomplete data from preceding years has been used to estimate the TAC of the following 
year. The uncertainty associated with such calculations has resulted in conservative stock 
assessments which lead to overly restrictive TAC’s. This means that there is often an over-
discard of fish which would otherwise be commercially viable. Electronic data logging 
would allow for up-to-date and accurate data to be used for TAC estimation, thus 
eliminating much uncertainty and adding weight and justification to the TAC’s allocated.  

2.1.2 Better Targeting and Gear Utilization 
The security and verification features of electronic logbooks, (see Security and Data Integrity 
– 5.4.7 below), as well as multimedia photographic and video utilities (see Multinote Taker 
and Notebook – 6.2 below), can potentially replace the role of an observer onboard a vessel. 
This can then be adapted into an incentive scheme for improved gear and fishing-ground 
selectivity, thus reducing unintended bycatch. Capturing target species may also lead to a 
decrease in days at sea, which is often beneficial for the skipper.  

 
2.1.3 Faster Transmission 
Faster transmission of information from sea to shore allows for “on-time reaction”, i.e. 
decisions made on a regulatory, managerial, commercial or environmental basis are relevant 
to what is actually happening at sea. Back-logged, non-electronic reporting means that any 
event at sea is only registered on shore sometimes up to several weeks after it has occurred. 
Responding to month-old information, particularly in an ever-dynamic ocean environment, 
is practically pointless. Faster transmission will have a substantially positive effect on, for 
example, quota management, conservation and even commercial decision-making. 

 
2.1.4 Catch Prediction and Management 
Built-in analytical tools available within electronic logbook software (see Olfish Explorer - 
6.4 below) are able to harness historical information stored in their electronic databases to 
help fishers calculate and predict fish migration, fishing hotspots etc. This greatly increases 
efficiency in a number of fields, such as targeting areas and the selection of fishing grounds 
and techniques. Similarly, fishers will be able to avoid “dry” areas, maximizing their time at 
sea and ultimately reducing discarding rates.  

 
2.1.5 Traceability 
Traceability is the ability to locate the source and “journey” of a fish from ocean to 
supermarket shelf. Legal organizations, such as the Marine Stewardship Council, prohibit 
fish without certification logos from entering the market. Such logos are obtained through 
traceability, i.e. proving that the fish in question had been caught in a certified area under 
certified conditions. Electronic data logging makes traceability a simple and speedy process. 
Information from the vessel at sea can be efficiently transmitted to market authorities who 
can then clear the catch for sale. Furthermore, electronic data logging allows for a highly 
detailed recording of catch information. Thus, catch freshness can easily be proven, 
increasing its market value. Buyers then benefits from being able to accurately estimate the 
shelf-life of the product they have bought. None of this would be possible without verifiable 
and immediate traceability.  
 
2.2 The Olfish System: A Short Overview 
Olfish is a third-generation, data logging and data management, software tool which was 
initially developed for the commercial fishing industry, but now provides a complete 
solution for the collection, management and reporting of other vessel-based activities, such 
as commercial and recreational fishing trips, oceanographic surveys, marine inspections, 
cargo and service trips, surveillance  missions, etc. 
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The present version of Olfish includes three basic components in order to cater for the entire 
data flow, from at-sea collection to the generation and dissemination of reports. 
The onboard, data collection component named Olfish Dynamic Data Logger (Olfish-DDL) 
is a standalone data collection tool installed onboard the vessel’s PC.  
Olfish-DDL also has a shore component which is identical to the vessel version but allows 
data from many vessels to be stored and viewed on one user-interface. This component is 
available in two versions: 

a. A Single Fleet unit that aggregates operational data from vessels of a single 
company or organisation. 

b. A Meta-Shore unit, which can aggregate operational data received from many 
shore units. The Meta-Shore unit can be used by a government agency, fishing 
association or even a union of states to manage data from a number of 
countries/states. 
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Fig. 1. Overall structure of the Olfish data collection and management system 
 
The third component of Olfish is a web application named Olfish- Report Management 
System (Olfish-RMS™) and its main function is to receive, store and disseminate reports 

coming from Olfish-DDL (or, if necessary, other, third party, data logging systems). Olfish-
RMS also allows for the direct entry of data via an internet interface for cases where the use 
of an onboard data-logger is not practical (cost or unsuitable working environment). With 
Olfish-RMS the entire fleet of vessels can be managed. It includes a vessel registry, a full 
quota management system and an elaborate administrative component which allows Olfish-
RMS to be customised to satisfy many needs.  

 
2.3 Olfish Dynamic Data Logger 
 

2.3.1 Basic Functionality 
Olfish-DDL is a touch-screen-ready utility that captures data in real-time and/or after the 
fishing activity has taken place. Olfish-DDL can read GPS input via an additional GPS 
logging utility and it incorporates GIS capabilities for easy viewing of vessel movements 
and other operational fishing data. With Olfish-DDL, the user can collect any type of data in 
any form. These include images, video clips, numerical and alphanumeric fields, free text 
comments, date, time, location, etc. Olfish allows data to be inserted from guiding images 
(“infograph”) to guide it through complex data entry needs. Each mode of data entry has its 
own unique data entry interface, specifically designed for the type of data recorded. Olfish- 
DDL is highly customisable and can be easily modified to address vastly different data 
recording and reporting needs.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Olfish vessel unit on a tablet PC 
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2.3.2 Overall Structure 
Olfish-DDL consists of the following:  
 Configuration files defining levels, fields, parameters 
 Database for working data 
 Database for archived data 
 User interface elements: Data Entry, Data Browser, Mapper, Data Centre, Mini 

Reporter, Explorer 
 Input/output modules for the following types of data: 

a. Reports to specific agencies and third-parties 
b. Import / export of operational data 
c. Backup of the complete system 
d. Error / exception handling reports to Olfish Support 

There are two main levels of configuration in Olfish-DDL: 
User interface:  This is a developer-level configuration which governs the way the command 
bar menu (Dynamic Commands Bar – DCB) functions, based on client specific needs.  

Field and lookup values:  As a business model, Olrac ships Olfish-DDL with as many 
predefined fields as possible. However, within Olfish-DDL, the user can: 
 modify field parameters, such as: display names, maximum and minimum values, 

set mandatory and carry over fields, capture on start/on end, make visible etc. 
Olfish-DDL ensures that changes which could affect underlying data capture logic 
are not allowed.  

 hide and show lookup table records. 
 add, edit and delete lookup table records. 
 add fields – these fields have as much functionality and legitimacy as any original 

predefined fields. 
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Fig. 3. Olfish-DDL basic structure 
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When data is exported, new field definitions are included in the export file. Then, during 
import on the target system, Olfish-DDL adds the new fields to the configuration store and 
updates the database, providing a suitably configured data store for all the data in the 
imported file. 

 
5. Reporting 

Faster transmission of accurate data from vessel to land-based authorities can allow for 
near–real-time quota management. Current paper-based data-logging systems cause serious 
delays regarding quota calculations. In order for the quota allocation to ensue, data needs to 
be submitted, cross-checked and processed, a procedure which, using current data-logging 
techniques, may take up to a few months. This can substantially influence the last few 
months of a fishery, where delays in data reception can lead to some quota not being taken 
or, in the eyes of many, even worse: to be over- taken. Without updated knowledge as to 
how much quota has been thus far consumed, quota calculations have to be over-
conservative and fishers often find themselves ultimately not reaching their entire quota. An 
electronic dat-logging system, which allows for near real time data entry and submission, 
and which can communicate via the web with all necessary authorities, reduces 
transmission time to days (see Web Based reporting, 7 below). Fishers will be able to use up 
their entire quota confidently, as it will be managed by near-real-time, good quality data. 
Similarly, management decisions will then also be made in near-real-time, decreasing the 
risk of over-fishing, as quota deficiency can also be identified and prevented in time.  

 
5.1 An Ecosystem-Based Approach to Fisheries Management 
A global move towards a more conservation-directed fisheries management system is 
underway. In the past, the only preventative measure which vessels were bound to take, 
regarding ecosystem conservation, involved using only approved gear types. There was 
very little surveillance and research done on the effect of the non-target-species by-catch on 
the ecosystem. This is changing. A paper from the Joint Nature Conservation Committee 
(Pope, J. G. & Symes, D. 2002) of the UK lists a few of the new regulations which are to be 
implemented in order to achieve this change. Amongst them: 

 Scientists are required to provide ecosystem impact assessments alongside the 
advice on fisheries management options; 

 Scientists are required to establish limit reference points for all target and non-
target species within the ecosystem and managers should determine the best 
fishing practice to guarantee minimum levels of disturbance to the ecosystem; 

 Fisheries managers are required to take all necessary actions to ensure that damage 
to the ecosystem (viz. excessive non-target species mortality and degradation of 
marine habitats) is not caused by intensities or forms of fishing activity beyond 
those required for rational and responsible exploitation of target species within 
commercial fisheries. In effect, this will require most - if not all - fishing effort to be 
reduced to levels commensurate with limit reference points.  

Achieving such goals is dependent on the ability to collect data other than retained catches. 
These should include non-commercial and commercial by-catch, sea-bird and marine 
mammal interactions, impact on benthic species, detailed information on gear used and 
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When data is exported, new field definitions are included in the export file. Then, during 
import on the target system, Olfish-DDL adds the new fields to the configuration store and 
updates the database, providing a suitably configured data store for all the data in the 
imported file. 

 
5. Reporting 

Faster transmission of accurate data from vessel to land-based authorities can allow for 
near–real-time quota management. Current paper-based data-logging systems cause serious 
delays regarding quota calculations. In order for the quota allocation to ensue, data needs to 
be submitted, cross-checked and processed, a procedure which, using current data-logging 
techniques, may take up to a few months. This can substantially influence the last few 
months of a fishery, where delays in data reception can lead to some quota not being taken 
or, in the eyes of many, even worse: to be over- taken. Without updated knowledge as to 
how much quota has been thus far consumed, quota calculations have to be over-
conservative and fishers often find themselves ultimately not reaching their entire quota. An 
electronic dat-logging system, which allows for near real time data entry and submission, 
and which can communicate via the web with all necessary authorities, reduces 
transmission time to days (see Web Based reporting, 7 below). Fishers will be able to use up 
their entire quota confidently, as it will be managed by near-real-time, good quality data. 
Similarly, management decisions will then also be made in near-real-time, decreasing the 
risk of over-fishing, as quota deficiency can also be identified and prevented in time.  

 
5.1 An Ecosystem-Based Approach to Fisheries Management 
A global move towards a more conservation-directed fisheries management system is 
underway. In the past, the only preventative measure which vessels were bound to take, 
regarding ecosystem conservation, involved using only approved gear types. There was 
very little surveillance and research done on the effect of the non-target-species by-catch on 
the ecosystem. This is changing. A paper from the Joint Nature Conservation Committee 
(Pope, J. G. & Symes, D. 2002) of the UK lists a few of the new regulations which are to be 
implemented in order to achieve this change. Amongst them: 

 Scientists are required to provide ecosystem impact assessments alongside the 
advice on fisheries management options; 

 Scientists are required to establish limit reference points for all target and non-
target species within the ecosystem and managers should determine the best 
fishing practice to guarantee minimum levels of disturbance to the ecosystem; 

 Fisheries managers are required to take all necessary actions to ensure that damage 
to the ecosystem (viz. excessive non-target species mortality and degradation of 
marine habitats) is not caused by intensities or forms of fishing activity beyond 
those required for rational and responsible exploitation of target species within 
commercial fisheries. In effect, this will require most - if not all - fishing effort to be 
reduced to levels commensurate with limit reference points.  

Achieving such goals is dependent on the ability to collect data other than retained catches. 
These should include non-commercial and commercial by-catch, sea-bird and marine 
mammal interactions, impact on benthic species, detailed information on gear used and 
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many others. For such a quantity and variety of data, paper logbooks are hopelessly 
inadequate.  

 
5.2 Real-Time Management  
Another advantage of electronic logbook near-real-time reporting is the ability to report trial 
fishing results (common in mixed species pelagic fisheries) almost immediately. The 
outcome of such trial fishing can determine if permission to fish is giving or not. Such 
permission, if not granted immediately (when supported by catch results), can compromise 
the ability of fishers to fish the discovered shoal of fish since pelagic shoal are often 
dispersed or move away in a very short time. Presently, it common that the time-lapse 
between the provision of catch results and the warranty of permission is too long and fish 
shoals disappear before the vessel is given an opportunity to fish them. Through near-real-
time reporting, a sample-catch report can be sent, received, analyzed and responded to in 
time for the resource to be properly exploited.  

 
5.3 Security  
Finally, electronic reporting, able to harness the latest in encryption technology, can 
heighten report confidentiality and security to the maximum. Near real time reporting 
means that little time lapses between event and report delivery, thus minimizing any 
opportunity for tampering with the report by third-party “messengers”. Furthermore, not 
only can reports themselves be encrypted, but access to the reports can be restricted through 
the use of unique codes and passwords.  

 
5.4 Reporting Through Olfish  
 

5.4.1 Data Transmission Process  
Data collected by Olfish-DDL can be transmitted to the shore in two basic forms: 

 Raw, original data 
 Summarized reports 

In principle, Olfish-DDL transmits original data only to its shore mirror units while other 
data recipients receive data in a summarised form as a report.  
With Olfish-DDL onboard, groups of vessels can “export” vessel data to different local 
companies/agencies (each running an Olfish shore unit) and the local companies can report 
in turn to a global company/agency running an Olfish meta-shore unit. Operational data 
can only flow from the vessel units to the shore units. Configuration data (lookup table 
records, field display names, new field definitions and field properties such as max, min 
values and mandatory, carryover status) can flow in either direction (from vessel to shore or 
from shore to vessel). This is illustrated in Figure 10 below. 
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Fig. 10. Data flow between Olfish-DDL vessel units to Olfish-DDL shore units 
 
5.4.2 Reports Transmission Process  
Olfish-DDL can also generate specific reports as required by the regulatory bodies and 
compliance agencies. These specific reports use only a subset of the operational data 
recorded by the onboard unit. The recipient’s of these reports can be either or both Olfish-
RMS and other, third party, databases (European ERS for example).  
The flow of reports amongst all these entities is configurable and can be customized to 
match different requirements. Implementations can include one or several of the following: 

 Vessel units exporting all operational data to the shore unit. The shore unit then 
extracts and generates relevant reports for Olfish-RMS or other agencies. 

 Vessel unit generates reports and sends them to Olfish-RMS. These reports can be 
accessed via the internet by permitted users directly or can be passed to other 
agencies’ and/or countries’ Reports Management Systems. 

 Vessel unit generates reports and sends directly to other agencies’ databases. 
 Olfish-DDL can compile reports required by commercial clients for their own 

internal use. However, reports can also be used by any other authorised data 
recipients such as:  compliance agencies, scientific and conservation groups and 
any other permitted third party commercial or non-commercial data recipients. 
Eligible third party data recipients can receive data selectively based on their needs 
and permission level.  

Olfish DDL can provide output in a generic (native) XML or CSV format, or can comply 
with regulations and XSD schemas. Examples of management agencies whose regulations 
and schemas have been implemented by the Olfish-DDL are: EU regulations (EU 
1077/2008), AFMA (Australian Fisheries Management Authorities) regulations etc.  
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Olfish-DDL can also generate specific reports as required by the regulatory bodies and 
compliance agencies. These specific reports use only a subset of the operational data 
recorded by the onboard unit. The recipient’s of these reports can be either or both Olfish-
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match different requirements. Implementations can include one or several of the following: 

 Vessel units exporting all operational data to the shore unit. The shore unit then 
extracts and generates relevant reports for Olfish-RMS or other agencies. 

 Vessel unit generates reports and sends them to Olfish-RMS. These reports can be 
accessed via the internet by permitted users directly or can be passed to other 
agencies’ and/or countries’ Reports Management Systems. 

 Vessel unit generates reports and sends directly to other agencies’ databases. 
 Olfish-DDL can compile reports required by commercial clients for their own 

internal use. However, reports can also be used by any other authorised data 
recipients such as:  compliance agencies, scientific and conservation groups and 
any other permitted third party commercial or non-commercial data recipients. 
Eligible third party data recipients can receive data selectively based on their needs 
and permission level.  

Olfish DDL can provide output in a generic (native) XML or CSV format, or can comply 
with regulations and XSD schemas. Examples of management agencies whose regulations 
and schemas have been implemented by the Olfish-DDL are: EU regulations (EU 
1077/2008), AFMA (Australian Fisheries Management Authorities) regulations etc.  
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Fig. 12. Transmission process from Olfish-DDL to Shore-RMS 
 
Olfish-DDL can, potentially, generate reports in any format which the client requires. 
Currently, formats catered for are XML and CSV. Olfish-DDL uses XSLT 2.0 to generate 
reports in XML format. In Poland, where the shore Reporting Management System was also 
developed by Olrac Olfish-DDL, EU and Polish specific reports are generated as XML files, 
which are then compressed as OCXML before being sent to the Polish RMS. On the shore 
these files are decompressed using ODCXML before validation and data integration take 
place. Once the reports are validated and processed successfully, a success message is sent 
back to the sender Olfish-DDL. If the report is not processed successfully, an error message 
is sent back to the sender, along with a reason for the process failure. 

 
5.4.3 Correction Reports 
Olfish-DDL makes a very clear distinction between data and reports. Data is information 
such as catch, gear used, fishing time, etc. which is captured in a raw (original) form by 
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Fig. 12. Transmission process from Olfish-DDL to Shore-RMS 
 
Olfish-DDL can, potentially, generate reports in any format which the client requires. 
Currently, formats catered for are XML and CSV. Olfish-DDL uses XSLT 2.0 to generate 
reports in XML format. In Poland, where the shore Reporting Management System was also 
developed by Olrac Olfish-DDL, EU and Polish specific reports are generated as XML files, 
which are then compressed as OCXML before being sent to the Polish RMS. On the shore 
these files are decompressed using ODCXML before validation and data integration take 
place. Once the reports are validated and processed successfully, a success message is sent 
back to the sender Olfish-DDL. If the report is not processed successfully, an error message 
is sent back to the sender, along with a reason for the process failure. 

 
5.4.3 Correction Reports 
Olfish-DDL makes a very clear distinction between data and reports. Data is information 
such as catch, gear used, fishing time, etc. which is captured in a raw (original) form by 
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Olfish-DDL. Reports are extracts of specific data as required by different schemas. As such, 
reports are really short documents (XML, CSV, HTML, etc.) compiled from the original data. 
If data is changed after the report has been sent, it is a requirement in some cases to send a 
new, corrected report. Any change of data triggers the Olfish-DDL to automatically update 
reports which make use of this data. Thus, any change of data means a change in the 
corresponding report.  
Olfish-DDL marks sent reports, which have been corrected in this way, visually on the 
interface. As such, it is very clear to the user that a report has been corrected and must be 
resent. When the report gets resent, Olfish-DDL adds additional elements to the XML 
report, indicating that the message is a correction, the reason for the correction, as well as 
which report is being corrected. Upon receipt of a correction message, the original message 
is discarded by the recipient authorities, and the new message is processed. Each 
management authority has a different set of regulations regarding the handling of 
corrections and updated reports. AFMA, for example, allows only ten corrections per fishing 
trip or non-fishing period. 

 
5.4.4 XML File Transmission  
Many reports sent from Olfish-DDL to Olfish-RMS or other third party RMS, such as 
enforcement/regulatory agencies, are in XML (Extensible Markup Language) format. XML 
is not an ideally compact data format, and transmission between vessels and shore using 
onboard satellite communication systems is often costly. It is therefore useful to compress 
the XML before sending it. Olrac has developed a method for compressing XML (OCXML) 
that achieves higher data compression than generally available compression utilities.  
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Fig. 13. Transmission of XML files from Olfish- DDL (vessel unit) to third-party (Olfish-DDL 
shore unit or RMS) 
 
Figure 13 above shows four different ways in which the XML files could be sent: 

 uncompressed 
 compressed using a mutually agreed-upon compression standard (e.g. ZIP) 
 compressed as OCXML, with a paired ODCXML decompression utility on the 
recipient RMS (either Olfish-RMS or third party RMS).  
 compressed as OCXML, sending to a shore-based intermediate Olfish server, 
which decompresses the OCXML and forwards the standard uncompressed XML file 
on to the intended third party RMS. 

 
5.4.5 Secure Transmission 
A number of transmission methods have been developed by Olrac in order to address 
different client requirements. In the Netherlands, various reports, as determined by EU 
regulations 1077/2008 and Dutch regulations, are sent to authorities as XML documents. 
These XML documents conform to the XSD (XML Schema Definition) offered by Holland’s 
VISHUB agency. The VISHUB agency provides an encryption add-on, by means of a user 
specific USB key. The type of encryption implemented in Holland is an asymmetric 
private/public key encryption. 
After a report is generated, Olfish-DDL validates the report against the VISHUB’s schema. If 
the report validates successfully, Olfish-DDL invokes the Dutch provided encryption add-
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Figure 13 above shows four different ways in which the XML files could be sent: 

 uncompressed 
 compressed using a mutually agreed-upon compression standard (e.g. ZIP) 
 compressed as OCXML, with a paired ODCXML decompression utility on the 
recipient RMS (either Olfish-RMS or third party RMS).  
 compressed as OCXML, sending to a shore-based intermediate Olfish server, 
which decompresses the OCXML and forwards the standard uncompressed XML file 
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5.4.5 Secure Transmission 
A number of transmission methods have been developed by Olrac in order to address 
different client requirements. In the Netherlands, various reports, as determined by EU 
regulations 1077/2008 and Dutch regulations, are sent to authorities as XML documents. 
These XML documents conform to the XSD (XML Schema Definition) offered by Holland’s 
VISHUB agency. The VISHUB agency provides an encryption add-on, by means of a user 
specific USB key. The type of encryption implemented in Holland is an asymmetric 
private/public key encryption. 
After a report is generated, Olfish-DDL validates the report against the VISHUB’s schema. If 
the report validates successfully, Olfish-DDL invokes the Dutch provided encryption add-
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on to compress, encrypt and sign reports generated aboard the vessel. The encryption add-
on performs these functions in the following way: 

 Compresses the report using g-zip. 
 Generates random AES key. 
 Encrypts the report with AES key. 
 Encrypts AES key with recipient’s public key. 
 Signs the message with sender’s private key – digital signature. 
 Concatenates and encodes the contents of the report along with signature and 

encrypted AES key. 
Upon receipt of the report from the vessel, the VISHUB follows the following 
process: 

 Separates message into report, signature content etc. 
 Decrypt encrypted AES key with recipient’s private key. 
 Decrypt encrypted report with AES key. 
 Decompress message. 
 Verifies signature using the sender’s public key. 

The end result of this process is an unencrypted report, exactly as it was sent from the 
vessel. After the report has been verified, the VISHUB validates the report against its 
schema. If the report validates successfully, a success message is sent back to the sender. If 
the report does not validate, an error message is sent back to the sender, along with a reason 
for the validation failure. If the report validates successfully, the VISHUB forwards a portion 
of the message to the AID agency. 
In Australia, where Olfish-DDL needs to conform with the Australian Fisheries 
Management Agency (AFMA) regulations, Trip and non-fishing period reports are sent as 
XML documents that conform to AFMA’s published XML Schema. The reports are sent to 
AFMA’s native RMS (eLogs) with a pre-allocated username and password attached to them.  
Before a report gets transmitted, Olfish-DDL validates the report against AFMA’s XSD. If 
the report validates successfully, Olfish-DDL encrypts the sender’s username and password 
using AFMA’s public key. The encrypted username and password is added to the report. 
The report is compressed by Olfish-DDL using a standard Zip utility before transmission 
takes place. 
Upon receipt of the report by eLogs, a locally developed data loader utility decrypts the 
username and password using its private key, thereby verifying that the report comes from 
a valid sender. Once authenticated, the report is validated by AFMA against its own XSD. If 
the data validates, AFMA imports the report data into its database. 

 
5.4.6 Communication Techniques 
Olfish-DDL allows data and reports to be sent out using a variety of transmission methods, 
depending on their availability on the vessel. 
MAPI:  Olfish-DDL can send email using any standard or maritime email software that 
supports the MAPI standard (the “simple” MAPI subset is sufficient). MAPI is the 
Messaging Application Programming Interface, a messaging architecture for Microsoft 
Windows. The email software must be: 
installed on the same computer as Olfish-DDL 
correctly configured to use some transmission mechanism (such as TCP/IP or Inmarsat-C) 
and 

set up to be the default email client. 
Examples of e-mail clients that can be used to send e-mail using MAPI: 
Stratos AmosConnect 
Vizada SkyFile 
Outlook 
Any other e-mail client that offers simple MAPI support 
Direct interface to satellite transceiver on vessel: Olfish-DDL can send email directly using 
several different types of satellite transceivers. Olfish-DDL achieves this by using the Olfish 
GPS-Logger utility, which communicates directly via a serial port connection to the 
transceiver and lets the transceiver handle the transmission using its own proprietary 
technology to send emails and attached reports. Examples are: 
Thrane & Thrane Inmarsat-C transceivers (Inmarsat) 
BlueTraker (GPRS/Iridium hybrid) 
Integrating with maritime e-mail solutions: Olfish-DDL can send mail using these programs 
in the following way: The report is generated by Olfish-DDL and then copied automatically 
to a special “outbox” folder. In some cases, the user then browses to this folder from within 
one of these third-party email applications, finds the report that has just been generated, and 
sends it. In other cases, the third-party software automatically “polls” the outbox folder, and 
sends the reports at set intervals. Sometimes reports cannot be sent as binary attachments by 
the third party software. In these cases, Olfish-DDL uuencodes the binary reports into text 
before they are placed in the outbox folder. The recipient e-mail client then uudecodes the 
text back into its binary report form.  
Examples of third-party software with which Olfish-DDL interacts are: 
Boatracs 
SkyMate 
Faria WatchDog 
METOCEAN MetMailer 
Thrane & Thrane EasyMail 
Direct SMTP and POP:  Olfish-DDL can send and receive email via its own internal emailing 
utility (Olfish-Mailer), using internet SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) and POP (Post 
Office Protocol), if the vessel has access to the Internet (TCP/IP), either broadband or 
dialup. Olfish-DDL then sends email without any need for third party email software.  
Other direct internet protocols: If the vessel has access to the internet (TCP/IP), then Olfish-
DDL can be configured to make use of several different internet transfer protocols. These 
include SMTP and POP as described above (specifically for email) but also FTP (File 
Transfer Protocol) and HTTP/HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol/Secure Sockets layer), 
for text and binary files.  

 
5.4.7 Security and Data Integrity 
Olfish-DDL includes numerous security and validation features to ensure data security and 
integrity. Examples are: 
User logins – the software requires a unique user ID and password to access each software 
installation. Each software installation can have a number of authorized users, for example 
an administrator, owner/operator and mate. 
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on to compress, encrypt and sign reports generated aboard the vessel. The encryption add-
on performs these functions in the following way: 

 Compresses the report using g-zip. 
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encrypted AES key. 
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5.4.6 Communication Techniques 
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before they are placed in the outbox folder. The recipient e-mail client then uudecodes the 
text back into its binary report form.  
Examples of third-party software with which Olfish-DDL interacts are: 
Boatracs 
SkyMate 
Faria WatchDog 
METOCEAN MetMailer 
Thrane & Thrane EasyMail 
Direct SMTP and POP:  Olfish-DDL can send and receive email via its own internal emailing 
utility (Olfish-Mailer), using internet SMTP (Simple Mail Transfer Protocol) and POP (Post 
Office Protocol), if the vessel has access to the Internet (TCP/IP), either broadband or 
dialup. Olfish-DDL then sends email without any need for third party email software.  
Other direct internet protocols: If the vessel has access to the internet (TCP/IP), then Olfish-
DDL can be configured to make use of several different internet transfer protocols. These 
include SMTP and POP as described above (specifically for email) but also FTP (File 
Transfer Protocol) and HTTP/HTTPS (Hypertext Transfer Protocol/Secure Sockets layer), 
for text and binary files.  

 
5.4.7 Security and Data Integrity 
Olfish-DDL includes numerous security and validation features to ensure data security and 
integrity. Examples are: 
User logins – the software requires a unique user ID and password to access each software 
installation. Each software installation can have a number of authorized users, for example 
an administrator, owner/operator and mate. 
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Edit/Delete control - although with the standard Olfish-DDL the user has the ability to 
delete and/or edit any recorded data, these features can be shut off or amended to meet the 
data standards of the customer. 
Criteria monitoring – many fields in Olfish are valid or permitted only when certain criteria 
have occurred. With Olfish-DDL, only valid fields and values are visible depending on 
predefined combinations of criteria.  
Data validation: Olfish-DDL allows the user to set up a minimum and maximum for any 
numerical data to prevent the entry of out-of-range typos. 
GPS Puller – a feature located on a remote computer, which allows authorities to call for and 
receive location data directly from the Olfish GPS logger at any point during a vessel’s trip. 

 
6. Add-On Modules and Other Utilities  

6.1 Change Control 
In addition Olfish-DDL allows permitted users to track back any change that was made to 
data previously saved. This utility is password protected and can be activated only as part 
of an overall agreement between management authorities and the user. When in auditing 
mode, the user can see any sequences of changes made to previously saved data. These 
include the date and time of a change which was made, the username and the original 
value/s. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Change-Control utility: pink markers on the activity tree show places where changes 
took place, bold figures in 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns were changed. 

 
6.2 Multinote Taker and Notebook  
Olfish DDL includes a utility named Multinote taker which allows users to enter 
multimedia data in the form of free text, pictures and video clips. These notes are part of the 
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Edit/Delete control - although with the standard Olfish-DDL the user has the ability to 
delete and/or edit any recorded data, these features can be shut off or amended to meet the 
data standards of the customer. 
Criteria monitoring – many fields in Olfish are valid or permitted only when certain criteria 
have occurred. With Olfish-DDL, only valid fields and values are visible depending on 
predefined combinations of criteria.  
Data validation: Olfish-DDL allows the user to set up a minimum and maximum for any 
numerical data to prevent the entry of out-of-range typos. 
GPS Puller – a feature located on a remote computer, which allows authorities to call for and 
receive location data directly from the Olfish GPS logger at any point during a vessel’s trip. 

 
6. Add-On Modules and Other Utilities  

6.1 Change Control 
In addition Olfish-DDL allows permitted users to track back any change that was made to 
data previously saved. This utility is password protected and can be activated only as part 
of an overall agreement between management authorities and the user. When in auditing 
mode, the user can see any sequences of changes made to previously saved data. These 
include the date and time of a change which was made, the username and the original 
value/s. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Change-Control utility: pink markers on the activity tree show places where changes 
took place, bold figures in 2nd, 3rd and 4th columns were changed. 
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archived in simple tabulated form. The mini-reporter allows users to group data by different 
grouping variables.  
 

 

Fig. 17. Mini-Reporter: The HTML browser in the centre is changed to reflect the query 
output as was set up on the right. 

 
6.4 Olfish Explorer 
Olfish-Explorer is an add-on, optional, visual data analysis module specifically designed to 
work with the Olfish-DDL main database. It allows the user to analyse subsets of data 
captured by Olfish-DDL. The DDL lets the user capture data grouped into classes. Each class 
has fields. For example, one DDL might let the user capture information on Trips, Sets, and 
Catches. A trip has, for example, Departure Date, Departure Port and Skipper Name fields. 
Possible Set fields include Start Time, Start Latitude, Start Longitude, Gear Used, etc. 
Possible Catch record fields include Species, Weight, etc. From a selected set the user can 
create Subsets of data for a particular analysis or presentation. For example, graphs can be 
drawn showing CPUE (Catch per Unit Effort) as a function of time, moon phase, current 
strength etc. Also, spatial CPUE density distributions can be plotted on a map, which can 
then be filtered for different target species or to reflect differing environmental conditions. 
Subsets can be swapped in order to explore different scenarios and data relationships. For 
example, CPUE at new moon time compared to CPUE at full moon. The subset definitions, 
i.e. the list of classes and fields selected for the subset can be saved for re-use. 
With Olfish-Explorer it is possible to add calculated fields and to use them just as pre-
entered data. For example, the calculations of CPUE by dividing catch weight by fishing 
duration. The Explorer allows the user to create and set up any number of calculated fields 
and to edit and delete them. 
The table created by the Olfish-Explorer query engine can be shown on a graph (such as a 
bar graph or a pie chart) or shown in a density distribution map (if the data contains 
longitude/latitude information for each row in the table). 
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archived in simple tabulated form. The mini-reporter allows users to group data by different 
grouping variables.  
 

 

Fig. 17. Mini-Reporter: The HTML browser in the centre is changed to reflect the query 
output as was set up on the right. 
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then be filtered for different target species or to reflect differing environmental conditions. 
Subsets can be swapped in order to explore different scenarios and data relationships. For 
example, CPUE at new moon time compared to CPUE at full moon. The subset definitions, 
i.e. the list of classes and fields selected for the subset can be saved for re-use. 
With Olfish-Explorer it is possible to add calculated fields and to use them just as pre-
entered data. For example, the calculations of CPUE by dividing catch weight by fishing 
duration. The Explorer allows the user to create and set up any number of calculated fields 
and to edit and delete them. 
The table created by the Olfish-Explorer query engine can be shown on a graph (such as a 
bar graph or a pie chart) or shown in a density distribution map (if the data contains 
longitude/latitude information for each row in the table). 
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A mathematical prediction model is trained on the historical data of catch and all recorded 
environmental factors. The trained model can then predict future catch rates under 
conditions specified by the user. The predictive accuracy of the model depends on the 
quality and quantity of data available in the database. The predicted catch rates can be 
visualised on a GIS component that provides a colour-coded predicted catch rate grid of 
each fishing area specified by the user. 

 
6.6 Fleet Activities Optimizer  
OLFISH Fleet Activities Optimiser is a utility which has been designed to aid fishing 
managers in scheduling ship time optimally in order to meet certain objectives. The 
program can manage a fleet of numerous vessels, fishing in multiple areas, for several 
species of fish, one of which will usually be identified as the primary target species. The 
scheduling mechanism can be set to achieve any of the following tasks: 

 Land a specified tonnage of the primary species at the minimum possible cost. 
 Land a specified tonnage of the primary species in the shortest possible time 
 Land the maximum possible catch of the primary species in a specified time period. 
 Maximise the value of the catch (all species) in a specified time period. 
 Land the primary species at minimum cost, in order to maintain stock for 

processing at a specified daily rate without exceeding specified stock limits. 
 

 
Fig. 20. Fishing fleet activity optimiser – vessel locations and proposed schedule 
 

In determining a solution, the program uses input information with regard to vessel 
specifications, the distance from port to each area, the expected catch rate in each area for 
each species (which may be generated using the “OLFISH Fishing Consultant”) and the 
specified constraints. The output of the program is a visual representation of a number of 
possible fleet schedules, each of which is close to the optimal solution, but which may differ 
with respect to bycatch landings etc., allowing the user to choose the most appropriate 
solution for his/her needs.  

 
6.7 Form Maker 
It is also envisaged that there will be a transition period, where a vessel may be using Olfish-
DDL to log vessel activities and catches, but those vessel activities and catches will still need 
to be reported to agencies and government authorities using paper-based industry standard 
log sheets. In order to address such needs, Olfish-DDL allows any paper-based log-sheet to 
be scanned, incorporated into, and completed within Olfish-DDL, and then to be printed out 
and delivered to the relevant authority. The paper logsheet can be populated automatically 
by the form maker utility if data have been entered using Olfish-DDL.  
The form maker utility is a developer utility and cannot be used by the user. It does, 
however, make the creation of hard-copy forms within Olfish-DDL an easy and fast process. 
It is our hope, nevertheless, that paper forms will soon be a thing of the past since the secure 
and efficient way of recording and transferring data offered by Olfish-DDL eliminates the 
need for paper forms of any kind for this process. 
 

Fig. 21. Form Maker 

 
6.8 Scales Data Logging Utility 
The Scales data logging utility facilitates the incorporation of data obtained from mechanical 
scales (regarding the species, weight, grade and the processing state of catch). The data 
received from the scales is sent to a computer by either a TCP/IP network connection or a 
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A mathematical prediction model is trained on the historical data of catch and all recorded 
environmental factors. The trained model can then predict future catch rates under 
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The form maker utility is a developer utility and cannot be used by the user. It does, 
however, make the creation of hard-copy forms within Olfish-DDL an easy and fast process. 
It is our hope, nevertheless, that paper forms will soon be a thing of the past since the secure 
and efficient way of recording and transferring data offered by Olfish-DDL eliminates the 
need for paper forms of any kind for this process. 
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6.8 Scales Data Logging Utility 
The Scales data logging utility facilitates the incorporation of data obtained from mechanical 
scales (regarding the species, weight, grade and the processing state of catch). The data 
received from the scales is sent to a computer by either a TCP/IP network connection or a 
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standard RS232 communications port. Olfish-DDL currently caters for four different 
industry standard scales. These scale types are NESCO, Pols, Scanvaegt and Marel scales. A 
scales code component allows a user to link data such as species, weight, grade and the 
processing state used in the software to the scales codes that are used by the scales. An 
individual scales code might indicate a particular species of a particular grade and 
processing state that is being weighed. The scale sends only the scales code and the weight 
of the fish currently being weighed to the software. The Scales Interface component uses the 
scales code to retrieve the species, grade and processing state and then ties these values to 
the received weight.  
 

 
Fig. 22. Scale interface 

 
6.9 Fishing Inspector  
The Olfish-DDL inspector utility is a small program which can reside on the compliance 
inspector’s USB key. This utility allows permitted inspectors to extract certain (predefined) 
information from the user’s Olfish-DDL without the need to give them access to the full 
software.  
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standard RS232 communications port. Olfish-DDL currently caters for four different 
industry standard scales. These scale types are NESCO, Pols, Scanvaegt and Marel scales. A 
scales code component allows a user to link data such as species, weight, grade and the 
processing state used in the software to the scales codes that are used by the scales. An 
individual scales code might indicate a particular species of a particular grade and 
processing state that is being weighed. The scale sends only the scales code and the weight 
of the fish currently being weighed to the software. The Scales Interface component uses the 
scales code to retrieve the species, grade and processing state and then ties these values to 
the received weight.  
 

 
Fig. 22. Scale interface 
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Fig. 26. Olfish-RMS WebViewer. Example of data entry screen for manual entry of report 
data 

 
7.2 Technical Overview 
 

7.2.1 Definitions 
Olfish-RMS – The web-based Olfish Report Management System for the processing of 
electronic reports 
Mail Processor – Windows-based application that connects to a mail account and 
downloads, processes and acknowledges electronic reports 
MS – member states / other countries 
Flag state – vessel country of registration 
Windows service – always on Windows application running in the background 
Web service – A standard method of integrating web-based applications over the Internet. 
All communication is done using XML 
SOAP – a protocol for exchanging structured data in the implementation of web-services. It 
essentially provides the envelope for sending web-service messages. 
Apache – a deployment platform on the server on which Olfish-RMS is installed which 
returns a web page to a web browser when the web browser requests it. 
PHP - a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially well-suited for 
Web development and can be embedded into HTML 
MySQL – open source relational database 
Ajax - a group of interrelated web development techniques used on the client-side to create 
interactive web applications 
Delphi – the programming language used to write the data logging, data pulling and data 
pushing applications  

 
7.2.2 The Basic Functional Infrastructure 
Olfish-RMS is developed to run on a Microsoft Windows platform with an Apache 
distribution containing MySQL and PHP. The exact version requirements are: 

Apache 2.2  
MySQL 5.1 
PHP 5.3.1 
 

 

 

 

PHP

APACHE

WINDOWS

 

 
MySQLINTERNET

Fig. 27. Olfish-RMS infrastructure 

 
7.3 System Components 
Olfish-RMS consists of four components:  
 

               

 

 

                     

 

 

MAIL 
PROCESSOR 

SOAP 
WEBSERVICE 

WWW SITE INTERFACE 

MYSQL DATABASE 

INCOMING  XML  FILES 

OUTGOING XML FILES 

 
Fig. 28. Olfish-RMS components 

 
7.3.1 MySQL Database 
Olfish-RMS uses a well-designed relational database that makes extensive use of indexes 
and stored procedures for the fast execution of reporting requirements on growing 
databases. The database implements the following modules: 
Security – controls access to the interface 
System logs – logs all automatic and manual processes on the database. This includes the 
receipt and sending of electronic reports 
Electronic reports – stores received electronic reports in a relational way with links between 
report data. E.g. a departure report and a return to port report are linked to the same trip 
“Paper logbook” reports – stores manually inputted data from the paper logsheets until 
these are to be phased out completely. 
Monthly reports – stores manually inputted data from the monthly paper logsheets in use 
by smaller vessels 
Quota management – stores yearly TAC allocations as well as the distribution of these 
allocations to vessels and vessel groups 
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Fig. 26. Olfish-RMS WebViewer. Example of data entry screen for manual entry of report 
data 
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Vessel registry – stores entire fleet details, movement into and out of the fleet as well as all 
changes to the vessels (physical or management related) 
Lookups – stores all lookups in use throughout the system. All regulated lookups come pre-
populated and are not modifiable 

 
7.3.2 Web Site/ Interface 
Olfish-RMS has a PHP written front-end utilising AJAX technology for ease of use and 
speed. All forms and grids are implemented uniformly for quick understanding of the user 
interface. All grids throughout the system have a header section with one or more of the 
following functionalities: 
Search – the user can specify filtering for each field in the grid. 
Columns – the user can select which columns to display in the grid 
Sorting – the user can set the column sorting (ascending or descending) 
XLS – export entire grid contents to Excel format 
Print – prepare the grid for printing 
Likewise, a footer section with one or more of the following functionalities: 
First, Previous, Next, Last – Move page by page through the dataset in the grid 
Go to – jump to a particular page 
View – change the number of records displayed in a grid on each page.  
The website provides an interface for the eight database modules listed above as well as five 
additional interfaces: 
Reporting – Interrogates tables for user defined reports in Excel and third party data formats 
Cross-checks – compares reported catch weights across different reports 
Maps – visually displays vessel locations across different reports using Google Maps. 
Tables – Tabulated presentation of data such as catch distribution, quota caught, etc. 
Graphs - graphic presentation of similar data (above).  

 
7.3.3 Mail Processor 
Olfish-RMS utilizes a Delphi written application that registers three Windows services 
performing the following: 
Monitors a POP3 account for incoming electronic messages from vessels. In order to 
configure the Mail Processor POP account, the user needs three pieces of information: 
The name of the user ISP's mail server that holds the user email. Typically it's something like 
"mail.example.com". 
The name of the account the user was assigned by the user ISP. This may or may not be the 
user email name, or something like it, or something completely unrelated. 
The password to the user account. 
Processes electronic messages in the following steps: 
Decodes if required 
Decompresses 
Validates against schema 
Saves to relational database 
Prepares acknowledgements 
Connects to SMTP server for the sending of electronic messages (acknowledgements) to 
vessels.  
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Fig. 29. Processor processes 

 
7.3.4 SOAP Web-Service 
Olfish-RMS registers a SOAP web service for interaction with other member states. This 
allows for the sending and request of reports between MS. The unique procedure of the 
webservice is called setERS - this is the only entry point of the webservice. MS only need to 
communicate the IP address and port of the server the webservice is running on. The 
procedure is called using the SOAP protocol and the parameter of the setERS procedure is 
an XML message containing an OPS element.  
OPS elements have the following structure:  

 

OPS 
ers: DAT 

ers: RET 

ers: DEL 

ers: COR 

ers: QUE 

ers: RSP 

                  attributes     

AD

FR

ON

OD

OT

TS

Fig. 30. Operations XSD 
 
The attributes are:  

AD: 2 letter country code of the recipient MS  
FR: 2 letter country code of the sender MS  
ON: Operation Number (AAA 99999999 999999)  
OD: Operation date (Date the operation was initiated)  
OT: Operation time (Time the operation was initiated)  
TS: Test flag (if TS is present and free text is filled in)  
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Sub-elements (Operations) are:  
DAT: Pushing of data to another MS. This happens under the following 

circumstances: 
 When a vessel lands its catch in an MS other than the flag MS 
 When a vessel intends to enter a port in an MS other than the flag MS 
 When the first marketing takes place in an MS other than the flag MS 
 When the first marketing does not take place in the MS where the fish 

was landed  
RET: Acknowledgement of a previous operation  
DEL: Deletion of previously sent data  
COR: Correction to previously sent data  
QUE: Query to pull data from another MS  
RSP: Response to a pull query (QUE)  

 
7.3.5 Web-Service Security 
Data exchanges between MS are secured using SSL certificates. The web service uses a 
double hand-shake mechanism when establishing the SSL connection. The coastal state 
certificate is checked by the flag state and the coastal state checks the flag state certificate. 
No maximum downtime is set, best efforts are deployed to maintain the web-service 
availability 24/7. 
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